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Tents and marquees should rise to the occasion.
Tents and marquees give form to a function,
and shape to a space. Choosing one is in itself
an act of creation.
A specialist in event architecture, Fiesta Tents
has over 30 years’ experience in providing quality
structures for distinguished events.
If you demand quality, expertise, and selection in
a turnkey solution, Fiesta Tents has you covered.

The Solar System Series
It’s in the details that you see the difference.

30 years of field experience has allowed Fiesta Tents to develop a simple and solid clear span
structure that is not only reliable and easy to use, but also very competitive.
Designed with simplicity and solidity in mind, this line of products is sure to impress you.
Engineered with advanced aluminum extrusion frame technology, Solar System clear spans deliver
maximum strength, and are virtually weatherproof. In addition to offering maximized interior
space, Solar System clear spans can be expanded or scaled down to suit various purposes
and venues. They can also be installed, dismantled, and stored in less than one day.
Available in standard widths of 20’-30’ as well as 40’-50’ and 60’

The Legacy Series

This tent line showcases improved features that dramatically reduce installation time and costs.

With its curved lines, the Legacy Series boasts aerodynamic qualities and an innovative look that
is sure to draw the eye of everyone in the industry. This tent expands in both width and length
without compromising solidity, all the while limiting the number of additional parts required.
Combining the advantages of frame tents and clear span structures, this product will no doubt
add value to anyone’s tent rental inventory. Features include kedered roofs and walls, curved
beam arches, rigid connectors and frame assembly without any nuts or bolts.
In addition, this tent line can be set up as a frame tent or as a clear span structure.

The Legacy LT Walkways

The Solara Series

Fewer parts, but a stronger frame provide for easy installation and increased efficiency.

The Solara series marquee is ideal for all events. Combining aesthetic elegance with practicality
and versatility, this tent line is also user-friendly and extremely sturdy. With its interchangeable
parts, the modular aspect of the Solara frame offers numerous possible configurations.
Designed to reduce the number of assembly parts, the Solara Series provides significant savings
on setup and replacement costs. Fewer components and standardized parts translate into faster,
simpler, and more efficient installations.
A structural aluminum extruded profile frame supplies enhanced solidity and peace of mind.
The one-piece tops offer ease of installation as well as elegant sleek lines. Integrated sliding
walls provide remarkable weather protection and adaptability, while preventing premature wear
and tear of the walls by keeping them off the ground.
Integrated gutters offer weatherproof interconnection of multiple units to create larger spaces.
Interchangeability of parts allow for 20’ and 30’ units to be converted into 10’ and 15’ wide
models.

OUR DOORS

Elegant, welcoming and ready to use for your next installation.

The ideal finish for added value. Indispensable, our doors not only let you create functional
means of egress, they also add that little extra touch of distinction to upscale events. These tent
accessories are also very useful when heating or cooling a tent, allowing easy access while
limiting air loss and helping you control the inside temperature.
In addition, our tent doors are compatible with any tent style and model on the market, whether
it be a small canopy, a pole tent or clear span structures.

This line of walkways is the most advanced corridor system available on the market today.

The Legacy LT walkways are built on a lightweight extruded aluminum frame allowing for kedered
roof panels as well as sidewalls.
This technology has shown to provide a more effective weather protection and is far easier
to install than traditional laced roof sections.
Optional angled bays allow for 30° and 45° orientation with clean lines and a limited amount
of extra parts. Offered in 6’ – 8’ and 10’ widths, Legacy LT walkway systems can also be built
to custom specifications to suit your needs and desires.
Fiesta’s new technology makes it possible to create a one-piece curved beam that eliminates
any obstacle from the keder track, resulting in a smooth roof line over the walkway.
The Legacy Lt walkway is an elegant and practical solution for connecting tents together and
creating aesthetically sound gateways, and is compatible with all of our tent products, including
the Solara series, the Legacy frame tents, and the Solar System clear spans.

OUR FABRIC PULLER

This new and innovative device is designed to pull tent tops on any and all clear span structures.

This innovative piece of machinery will not only significantly reduces your labour requirements
related to pulling tent tops, but also greatly reduce the time needed to perform this essential
task. The most significant feature of this product is that it offers pulling sensitivity which,
unlike pulling with trucks or forklifts, gives the operator a feel of the cable resistance offered
when pulling the fabric. This feature makes it possible for the operator to stop the operation
and maintain the top firmly in place while another technician clears out any obstructions.
Pulling sensitivity prevents unduly stress on tent tops, fabric tear, and expensive damage to your
equipment.
Portable, lightweight and easy to use, this technology, extensively road tested by Fiesta Tents over
the past years, is now made available to the entire industry. We can honestly say that this is one
piece of machinery we could not do without.

